
ARTEMIS OFFICE



OVERHANG PANEL

WHITE BOARD

Finish/Species - SilverGrey on Oak
Finish/Species on Cover - Regular Walnut/ White Palette

Artemis Media Hubs and Media Walls are an ideal solution for flexible work environments, within a compact footprint providing  
meeting space, media access, and storage. Media Hubs (shown this page) offer more sophisticated design elements, shelving  
and interior access; Media Walls (shown on page 4) are simpler and more compact. Media Hubs can be configured with or without 
a runoff top, (Media Walls need to be specified with a runoff top). Runoff tops can be specified at desk height as well as bar height.
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Height-adjustability options in Artemis include the sit/stand table desk shown here - it can be configured as the primary or secondary worksurface, and as a stand-alone table or 
integrated within the other components of an office, and provides a better, healthier way to work.  

Finish/Species - Clear Maple/White Palette
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Artemis Media Hubs and Media Walls are an ideal solution for flexible work environments, within a compact footprint providing meeting space, media access, and storage.  
Media Hubs (shown on page 2) offer more sophisticated design elements, shelving and interior access; Media Walls (shown this page) are simpler and more compact. Media Hubs can 
be configured with or without a runoff top, (Media Walls need to be specified with a runoff top). Runoff tops can be specified at desk height as well as bar height.

Finish/Species - SilverGrey on Oak
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Finish/Species -  Clear Zebrawood/ White Palette
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The natural beauty of wood and Krug’s renowned craftsmanship is evident in Artemis. It is available in standard wood species  
(Walnut, Maple, Cherry, Oak) and finishes, as well as custom species and custom finishes. Artemis Laminate provides a thermofused  
laminate solution.  

Finish/Species - SilverGrey on Oak

GROMMET

POWERPORT
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Finish/Species -  Regular Walnut



Height-adjustability is also available in a desk with an attractively-enclosed mechanism, as shown here. Sit/stand functionality that is 
invisible and seamlessly integrated into the private office.

Finish/Species -  Clear Santos Rosewood/ White Palette

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TOP - EXPOSED LEG

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TOP - ENCLOSED LEG
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Finish/Species -  Clear Sycamore/ White Palette
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The lower-height credenza configuration provides a sleek, contemporary look. Krug’s extensive custom capability enables almost  
unlimited options for beautiful workspace.

Finish/Species - Clear Maple

PAPER MANAGER

PALETTE FINISH OPTION
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Finish/Species -  Espresso on Oak/ White Palette



Fixed Wood Modesty Panel Fixed Palette Modesty Panel Floating Acrylic Modesty Panel

EDGE PROFILESMODESTY PANELS

Flat Edge - T

PULL STYLES

Athena - Silver Metallic Athena - Gray Metallic Diana - Silver Metallic Diana - Gray Metallic Hera - Silver Metallic Hera - Gray Metallic

Sono - Silver Metallic Sono - Gray Metallic

Radius Edge - D Fluted Edge - M

solutions@krug.ca | www.krug.ca | 1.888.578.KRUG Finish on cover - Dark Walnut

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified
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